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If Twitter's transformation from "that micro-blogging service" to publicly traded advertising titan 

works out, it's going to have a painful tax bill. But there's good news! Twitter is already pulling 

an Apple and setting itself up with Irish money loopholes. 

Apple has saved over $74 billion dollars in American corporate taxes since it started moving 

assets to Irish shell corporations that consist of little more than an address and paperwork a few 

decades ago. It's simple corporate "rationality"—taxes in the U.S. are higher than they are 

elsewhere in the world, so large, clever firms will exercise every legal trick at their disposal to 

skirt these taxes and pay a much, much lower rate in Ireland. Taxes aren't really supposed to 

work this way, but they can, and so any company with the means—including Gawker Media—

will pay the bare minimum, no matter how much navigating it takes. Ireland doesn't scream 
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disruption, but it's made a name for itself as a Yankee corporate haven. Twitter appears to be the 

latest high profile tax tourist in the Emerald Isle. 

Twitter's Irish outfit isn't a shell. The company employs 100 Dubliners, and is looking to expand. 

But a look at the documents which gave birth to Twitter in Ireland show other motives for the 

move there, of all places in the world. 

EXPANDTwitter's offices at 42 Pearse St. in Dublin are registered, for tax purposes, to a 

"Twitter International Company," the directors of which are either in distant California, or are 

Irish attorneys at Matheson Ormby Prentice, a firm that offers specialized tax-lowering service 

for American companies. Twitter International's "secretary," for example, is a corporate trust 

called "Matsack," a subsidiary of Matheson that also serves as secretary for over one thousand 

other companies. 

A presentation prepared by Matheson, and obtained by Valleywag, touts Ireland's "favourable 

tax regime" as first among the country's perks for American corporations—the "flexible business 

and company law regime" is number two on the list. Diagrams like this one demonstrate how a 

shell game of holding companies and trusts lets a company like Twitter conduct business far, far 

away from Silicon Valley, while avoiding taxes: 

http://www.independent.ie/business/technology/twitter-to-add-100-jobs-to-irish-workforce-29609641.html


EXPAND 

This is an industry unto itself. Matheson is in the business of obfuscation, the creation of 

elaborate—and legal—money mazes. Twitter is its customer. 

Three other subsidiaries disclosed alongside Twitter's S-1 make the maneuvering more clear: T.I. 

Sparrow I, T.I. Sparrow II, and Twitter Netherlands B.V.—the ingredients you need to make a 

"Double Irish With a Dutch Sandwich," which is an actual term that actual tax attorneys use to 

describe a convoluted tax-avoidance scheme. The sandwich is a classic play, the shotgun 

formation of money-shirking. All it takes is two Irish shells and one in the Netherlands: 

intellectual property and revenues can be offloaded to one of the Irish firms, bounced through the 

Netherlands, and then thrown to the second Irish firm (technically headquartered in the Cayman 

Islands or Bermuda, where tax is infinitesimal). Twitter's got all the pieces it needs—and should 

it ever need to bring a significant amount of cash back to the US, Apple has already petitioned 

Congress favorably for a repatriation tax holiday. 

Unlike Twitter International Company, which is tied to an actual place of business, T.I. Sparrow 

I & II don't ostensibly do anything. Their only registered physical existence is the Dublin law 

offices of Matheson, and its directors all reside either in California or the Cayman Islands—

again, aping the globe-trotting gimmicks of Google, Apple, Facebook, LinkedIn, and others. 

These subsidiaries don't appear to employ anyone, though they are "administered" at the 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1418091/000119312513400028/d564001dex211.htm
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/double-irish-with-a-dutch-sandwich.asp


notorious Ugland House of the Caymans—a property that hosts almost 20,000 companies 

looking to evade taxes, once described by Barack Obama as "either the biggest building in the 

world or the biggest tax scam in the world." 

Twitter Netherlands is tied to Intertrust, a Dutch wealth management firm. It's unclear which part 

of Twitter Netherlands is working to make the company's advertising efforts profitable. 

Twitter declined to comment on its offshore structure, citing "the SEC's quiet period restrictions" 

before its IPO. And, to its credit, Twitter isn't enjoying the benefits of its structural labyrinth, 

given that it doesn't actually make any money. But it's shrewd planning, says a corporate tax 

attorney we talked to: "The key to these structures is that you have to set them up when you are 

creating the [intellectual property]. It is almost impossible to move the IP offshore after it has 

been created, so it makes sense that [Twitter has] the structure in place up front." With the 

expectation that Twitter should, somehow, some way, turn a profit, it could funnel dollars across 

the ocean, from island to island, just like the big kids. Better to get it over withbefore Ireland 

cracks down. And besides—why should Twitter suddenly start paying its taxes infull now? 

 

Read Twitter's Irish documentation below. 
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Good story but that's someone's home address there, right? 
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Yes. 

I mean, vis-a-vis the Ireland address, there are businesses in tax havens called "Corporate 

Services" (the vague name is sort of a give-away) where they set up nothing more than a mailbox 

for you so that you can register the business in a location with an actual business-y address. Most 

clients are hedge funds and PE firms but there are many multi-national companies as well. 

But as for the residential addresses listed in the paperwork, yeah, those are actual residential 

addresses. They should probably be redacted, but, good times nonetheless. 
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Yeah, I get the rest of the story and thumb's up to Sam. I was just surprised to see someone's 

home address at the bottom. 
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Look, we don't like it here in Ireland either. Multinationals have been very good to us over the 

years and yeah, we do give them leeway. However, the country is in a mess and to have these 

large companies pay reasonable amounts of tax would do us the world of good too. The ire over 

this puts a lot of jobs here at risk - jobs that have nothing to do with the shareholder greed. We've 

been brought up believing they come here for the english speaking, well educated staff and the 

access to the european market and not a loophole. 
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Here's how it works (because you've gotten a few points wrong or overemphasised them): 

Apple employs about 3000 people in Ireland in its EMEA HQ. Its holding company, which 

collects international profits is at a separate address to its HQ because technically it's a separate 

company. Apple pays normal sales tax and employee tax in every country it sells products in but 

because Ireland doesn't charge you a whole lot to leave your profits there, it collects its (already 

taxed) profits and keeps it at its holding company in Dublin. So Apple pays full VAT on the sales 

it makes in Ireland, UK, France, etc. but after that is paid it can't just leave that money sitting in 

separate international accounts so it leaves it in its holding company in Dublin to invest later. It 

pays full corporate tax and income tax on the profits it makes in Ireland. 
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Twitter is different because it doesn't really sell a product other than ads. Twitter pays taxes in 

every country it sells ads to through sales taxes and other fees but, again, after that money has 

been taxed it has to be kept somewhere. That somewhere is Ireland initially because its the 

easiest place to allow money escape from Europe without charges. 

I literally do the same thing to Apple as an individual and it's completely legal and it's not really 

immoral. I work internationally but I do most of my business with Irish clients. Because I don't 

live in Ireland, I don't pay income tax there but I do pay VAT on every sale I make there. I can't 

just keep the money I make in Ireland in Ireland because it would be useless to me. So I bring it 

back to the Netherlands where I live and pay my income tax here. The Double Irish with a Dutch 

Sandwich is fairly evil because it is obvious tax avoidance. It's utilised by Google and as far as 

I'm aware, the claim that Apple uses it has been unsubstantiated so far. It takes advantage of a 

1960s tax treaty Ireland signed with The Netherlands that agreed money transferred between the 

two countries would not be subject to tax. Of course, Ireland just allows that money to be sent to 

Holland tax-free but they have no control over what actually happens when the Dutch operation 

gets hold of it. That's when the dodgy stuff happens and it gets shifted off to Bermuda or 

wherever the fuck. What Google's doing is actually super immoral and nobody seems to be 

reporting on it. I'd tell you to read up on it but it's confusing as fuck. 

Your comments about why Twitter chose Ireland for those hundred staff (about to be increased to 

300) needs to be corrected. Tax is a part of the strategy for companies here, sure, but it's only one 

part of the Irish strategy and it's also very well enforced -trust me, I've dealt with Irish Revenue, 

if they say you're paying 12.5% corporate tax you're bloody well going to pay it. I gotta say, as 

someone who's Irish by birth, it's getting a bit annoying seeing international journalists 

misreporting that it's some kind of tax haven and that companies are only here for the tax 

benefits. There are actually a ton of reasons why companies choose Dublin. The IDA have put 

together an info graphic for you below. 
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If Twitter's transformation from "that micro-blogging service" to publicly traded advertising titan 

works out, it's going to have a painful tax bill. But there's good news! Twitter is already pulling 

an Apple and setting itself up with Irish money loopholes. 

Apple has saved over $74 billion dollars in American corporate taxes since it started moving 

assets to Irish shell corporations that consist of little more than an address and paperwork a few 

decades ago. It's simple corporate "rationality"—taxes in the U.S. are higher than they are 

elsewhere in the world, so large, clever firms will exercise every legal trick at their disposal to 

skirt these taxes and pay a much, much lower rate in Ireland. Taxes aren't really supposed to 

work this way, but they can, and so any company with the means—including Gawker Media—

will pay the bare minimum, no matter how much navigating it takes. Ireland doesn't scream 

disruption, but it's made a name for itself as a Yankee corporate haven. Twitter appears to be the 

latest high profile tax tourist in the Emerald Isle. 

Twitter's Irish outfit isn't a shell. The company employs 100 Dubliners, and is looking to expand. 

But a look at the documents which gave birth to Twitter in Ireland show other motives for the 

move there, of all places in the world. 
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Twitter's offices at 42 Pearse St. in Dublin are registered, for tax purposes, to a "Twitter 

International Company," the directors of which are either in distant California, or are Irish 

attorneys at Matheson Ormby Prentice, a firm that offers specialized tax-lowering service for 

American companies. Twitter International's "secretary," for example, is a corporate trust called 

"Matsack," a subsidiary of Matheson that also serves as secretary for over one thousand 

othercompanies. 

A presentation prepared by Matheson, and obtained by Valleywag, touts Ireland's "favourable 

tax regime" as first among the country's perks for American corporations—the "flexible business 

and company law regime" is number two on the list. Diagrams like this one demonstrate how a 

shell game of holding companies and trusts lets a company like Twitter conduct business far, far 

away from Silicon Valley, while avoiding taxes: 



EXPAND 

This is an industry unto itself. Matheson is in the business of obfuscation, the creation of 

elaborate—and legal—money mazes. Twitter is its customer. 

Three other subsidiaries disclosed alongside Twitter's S-1 make the maneuvering more clear: T.I. 

Sparrow I, T.I. Sparrow II, and Twitter Netherlands B.V.—the ingredients you need to make a 

"Double Irish With a Dutch Sandwich," which is an actual term that actual tax attorneys use to 

describe a convoluted tax-avoidance scheme. The sandwich is a classic play, the shotgun 

formation of money-shirking. All it takes is two Irish shells and one in the Netherlands: 

intellectual property and revenues can be offloaded to one of the Irish firms, bounced through the 

Netherlands, and then thrown to the second Irish firm (technically headquartered in the Cayman 

Islands or Bermuda, where tax is infinitesimal). Twitter's got all the pieces it needs—and should 

it ever need to bring a significant amount of cash back to the US, Apple has already petitioned 

Congress favorably for a repatriation tax holiday. 

Unlike Twitter International Company, which is tied to an actual place of business, T.I. Sparrow 

I & II don't ostensibly do anything. Their only registered physical existence is the Dublin law 

offices of Matheson, and its directors all reside either in California or the Cayman Islands—

again, aping the globe-trotting gimmicks of Google, Apple, Facebook, LinkedIn, and others. 

These subsidiaries don't appear to employ anyone, though they are "administered" at the 
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notorious Ugland House of the Caymans—a property that hosts almost 20,000 companies 

looking to evade taxes, once described by Barack Obama as "either the biggest building in the 

world or the biggest tax scam in the world." 

Twitter Netherlands is tied to Intertrust, a Dutch wealth management firm. It's unclear which part 

of Twitter Netherlands is working to make the company's advertising efforts profitable. 

Twitter declined to comment on its offshore structure, citing "the SEC's quiet period restrictions" 

before its IPO. And, to its credit, Twitter isn't enjoying the benefits of its structural labyrinth, 

given that it doesn't actually make any money. But it's shrewd planning, says a corporate tax 

attorney we talked to: "The key to these structures is that you have to set them up when you are 

creating the [intellectual property]. It is almost impossible to move the IP offshore after it has 

been created, so it makes sense that [Twitter has] the structure in place up front." With the 

expectation that Twitter should, somehow, some way, turn a profit, it could funnel dollars across 

the ocean, from island to island, just like the big kids. Better to get it over withbefore Ireland 

cracks down. And besides—why should Twitter suddenly start paying its taxes infull now? 

 

Read Twitter's Irish documentation below. 
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Sam Biddle’s Discussions 

All replies 

 

Owl_is_lostSam Biddle 

10/18/13 1:13pm 

Good story but that's someone's home address there, right? 

3Reply 

 

JohninLAOwl_is_lost 

10/18/13 1:26pm 

Yes. 

I mean, vis-a-vis the Ireland address, there are businesses in tax havens called "Corporate 

Services" (the vague name is sort of a give-away) where they set up nothing more than a mailbox 

for you so that you can register the business in a location with an actual business-y address. Most 

clients are hedge funds and PE firms but there are many multi-national companies as well. 

But as for the residential addresses listed in the paperwork, yeah, those are actual residential 

addresses. They should probably be redacted, but, good times nonetheless. 

4Reply 

 

Owl_is_lostJohninLA 

10/18/13 1:28pm 

Yeah, I get the rest of the story and thumb's up to Sam. I was just surprised to see someone's 

home address at the bottom. 

1Reply 

lpynchySam Biddle 

10/18/13 1:46pm 

Look, we don't like it here in Ireland either. Multinationals have been very good to us over the 

years and yeah, we do give them leeway. However, the country is in a mess and to have these 
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large companies pay reasonable amounts of tax would do us the world of good too. The ire over 

this puts a lot of jobs here at risk - jobs that have nothing to do with the shareholder greed. We've 

been brought up believing they come here for the english speaking, well educated staff and the 

access to the european market and not a loophole. 

93Reply 

 

jamesdwSam Biddle 

10/18/13 2:31pm 

Here's how it works (because you've gotten a few points wrong or overemphasised them): 

Apple employs about 3000 people in Ireland in its EMEA HQ. Its holding company, which 

collects international profits is at a separate address to its HQ because technically it's a separate 

company. Apple pays normal sales tax and employee tax in every country it sells products in but 

because Ireland doesn't charge you a whole lot to leave your profits there, it collects its (already 

taxed) profits and keeps it at its holding company in Dublin. So Apple pays full VAT on the sales 

it makes in Ireland, UK, France, etc. but after that is paid it can't just leave that money sitting in 

separate international accounts so it leaves it in its holding company in Dublin to invest later. It 

pays full corporate tax and income tax on the profits it makes in Ireland. 

Twitter is different because it doesn't really sell a product other than ads. Twitter pays taxes in 

every country it sells ads to through sales taxes and other fees but, again, after that money has 

been taxed it has to be kept somewhere. That somewhere is Ireland initially because its the 

easiest place to allow money escape from Europe without charges. 

I literally do the same thing to Apple as an individual and it's completely legal and it's not really 

immoral. I work internationally but I do most of my business with Irish clients. Because I don't 

live in Ireland, I don't pay income tax there but I do pay VAT on every sale I make there. I can't 

just keep the money I make in Ireland in Ireland because it would be useless to me. So I bring it 

back to the Netherlands where I live and pay my income tax here. The Double Irish with a Dutch 

Sandwich is fairly evil because it is obvious tax avoidance. It's utilised by Google and as far as 

I'm aware, the claim that Apple uses it has been unsubstantiated so far. It takes advantage of a 

1960s tax treaty Ireland signed with The Netherlands that agreed money transferred between the 

two countries would not be subject to tax. Of course, Ireland just allows that money to be sent to 

Holland tax-free but they have no control over what actually happens when the Dutch operation 

gets hold of it. That's when the dodgy stuff happens and it gets shifted off to Bermuda or 

wherever the fuck. What Google's doing is actually super immoral and nobody seems to be 

reporting on it. I'd tell you to read up on it but it's confusing as fuck. 

Your comments about why Twitter chose Ireland for those hundred staff (about to be increased to 

300) needs to be corrected. Tax is a part of the strategy for companies here, sure, but it's only one 

part of the Irish strategy and it's also very well enforced -trust me, I've dealt with Irish Revenue, 

if they say you're paying 12.5% corporate tax you're bloody well going to pay it. I gotta say, as 
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someone who's Irish by birth, it's getting a bit annoying seeing international journalists 

misreporting that it's some kind of tax haven and that companies are only here for the tax 

benefits. There are actually a ton of reasons why companies choose Dublin. The IDA have put 

together an info graphic for you below. 
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jamesdw 
ProfileFollow 

10/18/13 2:45pm 

Btw, I don't disagree with any of the facts you pointed out. I just resent the idea that the tax haven 

is Ireland. Ireland is really only doing what it needs to do to stay above water. Tax is an 

important way for smaller companies to compete with bigger economies like Germany and 

France. 

31Reply  

FillupJJfrySam Biddle 

10/18/13 3:16pm 

Hey Sam, Good article as usual. However you missed a big piece of why these dutch/Irish 

sandwiches are bad. Companies (Google, Apple, Twitter, Gawker) will funnel as much money as 

possible (legally) into the overseas organization. This will allow them to skirt US tax laws and 

"make" more money. Then they can report huge earnings and profits to shareholders. However 

since they can't bring that money into the US, since they would have to pay US tax on it, they 

cannot pay it out as dividends to their shareholders, but they CAN spend it on corporate overseas 

expenses (such as expansion, acquisition, or whatever). So what Twitter is really doing is 

creating a means in which to screw over shareholders. It is a way to accrue more capital while not 

having to worry about shareholder demand for dividends. Note the companies I mentioned 

(Google, no dividend Apple, No Dividend) 

Btw, I don't disagree with any of the facts you pointed out. I just resent the idea that the tax haven 

is Ireland. Ireland is really only doing what it needs to do to stay above water. Tax is an 

important way for smaller companies to compete with bigger economies like Germany and 

France. 
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since they can't bring that money into the US, since they would have to pay US tax on it, they 

cannot pay it out as dividends to their shareholders, but they CAN spend it on corporate overseas 

expenses (such as expansion, acquisition, or whatever). So what Twitter is really doing is 

creating a means in which to screw over shareholders. It is a way to accrue more capital while not 

having to worry about shareholder demand for dividends. Note the companies I mentioned 

(Google, no dividend Apple, No Dividend) 
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